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                     Earn up to £200 cashback

	Buy any Espresso Machine
	Get fresh beans delivered to your door from beanz.com by Sage.
	Earn £50 of cashback for every 20 bags of coffee. T&Cs apply.


 

 
                    
                        Discover More
                    
                

            

        

    

            
        

        
        

    
   

   
      
         
    
        
           
              
                Swipe, select and customize.
              

           

           
                Barista quality performance with easy to use touch screen display with pre-programmed coffee menu and automatic milk texturing. All within a compact footprint. An integrated grinder delivers the right amount of ground coffee on demand. With ThermoJet heating system, 3 second heat up time you go from bean to cup faster than ever before.
Learn more about third wave specialty coffee.
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        Experience third wave speciality coffee at home, made possible by the 4 keys formula

        
          Our espresso machines are designed to use the right dose of freshly ground beans, ensure precise temperature control, optimal water pressure and create true microfoam milk essential for latte art. You're only a touch away from getting the 4 keys formula used by professional cafe machines.
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        Easy to use touchscreen

        
          Make your favourite coffee at the touch of your fingertips. You can easily adjust the coffee strength, milk texture and temperature to suit your taste. Create and save up to 8 personalised coffees.
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        ThermoJet® heating system

        
          Innovative ThermoJet® heating system achieves the optimum extraction temperature in 3 seconds. Ready to make your best coffee without the wait. Uses up to 32% less energy annually compared to a Thermoblock heating system. *Disclaimer: Based on internal benchmark testing as of November 2022.
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        Baratza European Precision Burrs with 30 grind settings

        
          With a single touch, the integrated hardened steel precision conical burr grinder with dose control delivers the right amount of coffee on demand, for maximum flavour.
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        Auto MilQ hands-free microfoam

        
          The automatic steam wand allows you to adjust the milk temperature between 40°C to 75°C and 8 levels of texture to suit your taste. Delivers silky smooth microfoam with at least one million micro bubbles per ml that enhances the flavour of the coffee and is essential for pouring latte art. Or hands-on manual texturing like a barista.
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        54 mm stainless steel portafilter delivers full flavour with dual and single wall filters

        
          Full bodied coffee with rich and complex flavours is created using the ideal dose of 18g of freshly ground beans delivered by a professional style 54mm stainless steel portafilter.
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        Low pressure pre-infusion followed by 9 bar extraction

        
          An opulent, creamy and caramel coloured espresso starts with low pressure pre-infusions, followed by a high pressure (9 bar) extraction process delivered via our 15 bar Italian pump.
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        Includes Dosing Funnel™ attachment to reduce mess and waste

        
          Grinding and tamping can be messy business, but the Dosing Funnel™ attachment for the portafilter prevents coffee grinds from overflowing, to help reduce mess and waste. Made from BPA free materials and dishwasher safe. Less mess, less waste.
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        Easy step-by-step 3D interactive setup

        
          If an instruction booklet isn’t your thing, we’ve partnered with BILT® Intelligent Instructions for a seamless and interactive product setup. Download the free app to assist in making the best third wave speciality coffee from the get go.
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                  Accessories
                 

                 
                   
	Dosing Funnel™ Attachment
	54mm Full Stainless Steel Portafilter
	Single and Double Wall Filter Baskets
	480ml Stainless Steel Jug
	ClaroSwiss Water Filter
	Integrated Tamper
	Razor™ Precision Dose Trimming Tool
	Cleaning Kit
	Water Hardness Test Strip
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                  Dimensions (WxDxH)
                 

                 
                   
	32 X 32 X 41 cm
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                  Construction Materials
                 

                 
                   
	Brushed Stainless Steel 
	BPA Free Water Tank
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                  Capacity
                 

                 
                   
	250g
	Water Tank Capacity
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                  Settings
                 

                 
                   
	Touch screen operation
	5 pre-programmed Café favourites
	Create, save and name 6 customisable coffee settings
	Adjustable Grind Control
	Programmable Milk Temperature and Texture
	One/Two Shots
	Hot Water
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                  Power
                 

                 
                   
	1680 Watts
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                  Voltage
                 

                 
                   
	220–240 Volts
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                  Warranty
                 

                 
                   
	2 Year Repair, Replace or Refund Guarantee (at the sole discretion of Sage Appliances)
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                  Purge Function
                 

                 
                   
	Automatic cleaning function for steam wand
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                  Milk Texturing
                 

                 
                   
	Hands-free milk texturing
	Automatic cleaning function for steam wand
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                  Brewing System
                 

                 
                   
	15 bar Italian Pump
	Ready in 3 seconds thermojet system
	PID Temperature Control
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                  Integrated Burr Grinder
                 

                 
                   
	Hardened steel conical burrs
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                  Interface
                 

                 
                   
	Touch Screen Control
	Easily Customizable Settings
	Pre-set cafe menu
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                  Portafilter
                 

                 
                   
	High quality 54mm portafilter
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                  Tamping
                 

                 
                   
	Manual removable magnetic tamper
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                  Grind Settings
                 

                 
                   
	30 precision grind settings
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    Your Sage, Brought to Life 


        
    
        Preview our machines in your very own kitchen
    


        
    Using sophisticated AR technology, you can realistically envision our Sage machines on your own kitchen counter.
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                     United Kingdom
                  
               
            


      


      
         
         
         
            
               Signed up to Sage emails

            

            
               
               
                  Be the first to know about our product releases!

                  
                  
                     
                        
                        Please enter a valid email address, like [email protected]
                     

                  

                  
                     
                        Sign up and receive 10% discount on your first order! 


                     

                     
                        
                           
                        
                        
                           You agree to receive promotions, surveys and more from us and our affiliated brands, and have read our Privacy Policy. You can opt out at any time.
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                        You have signed up already
                     

                  

                  
                     
                        
                        Something went wrong. Please try again.
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